
Chapter 3

Bifurcation of Periodic Orbits in Hamiltonian Systems

In order to understand the halo bifurcation, we must briefly review

the work that has been done on the bifurcation of periodic orbits in Hamil-

tonian vector fields. There are 2 main types of bifurcation that have to be

distinguished:

1. Given a fixed Hamiltonian, there are branchings1 along orbit cylinders,

where the value of the Hamiltonian function, called the energy, is the

parameter. For a given family of orbits, we get other families separating

from it.

2. The other type of bifurcation is when the Hamiltonian depends on a

parameter p.: we have a family of Hamiltonians, indexed as H^. For

the famous example of the R3BP, p, is the mass ratio of the primaries.

There is a very extensive literature on this topic, much of it dealing with

orbits around the Lagrange point L4, and what happens to them when

// passes through certain values and a resonance relation develops among

the eigenvalues associated with the vector field at L4.

1The words bifurcation and branching will be used interchangeably.
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This latter phenomena, frequently called the Trojan bifurcation, is not dealt

with in the present paper. However, we may point out that if we consider a

family of Hamilton] ans H^ then there are 2 parameters involved; for each fixed

value of //, we reduce to the first type of bifurcation of orbits.

One could ask what does it mean to understand the halo bifurcation.

On the one hand, it is a phenomena that is observed to occur in numerical

simulations, and is an empirical fact in the R3BP, just like the many other

bifurcations. On the other hand, there are questions like: Why is there an

out-of-plane branching? How much could we simplify the equations and still

get the phenomena? Does the effect persist for other values of // and another

parameter, the eccentricity of the orbits of the primaries?2 Does it persist for

models of the solar system more realistic than the R3BP? 3 In the present

paper, we will attempt to understand the halo bifurcation by comparing it to

the known classes of generic bifurcations.

3.1 Review of the Literature

In a series of papers spanning the later half of the 1960s, a group of

researchers associated with Andre Deprit studied the manifold of periodic orbits

emanating from L4 for the planar R3BP. They computed orbits by Lindstedt

expansions, used Birkhoff normalization techniques, and numerical integrated

with recurrent power series to follow families of orbits through their births,

branchings, and terminations. This work culminated in Deprit & Henrard

2This question has been answered affirmatively in Howell [1983].
3See the papers by A. Jorba cited in the bibliography.
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[1968] and Deprit & Henvard [1970].

Inspired by these numerical results, and some by others, Kenneth

Meyer4 [1970], [1971] established a mathematical classification of the generic

types of bifurcations of periodic points of area preserving maps. At the end of

the paper, Meyer stated, "As long as the parameter space is one dimensional it

is the author's belief that no essentially new forms of bifurcation will occur if the

dimension of M is increased and so hold no further interest." This statement

remained neither proven or disproven until possibly Bridges &; Furter [1993], see

below. Russel Rimmer [1983] built on Meyer's work by considering bifurcations

in the class of symmetric periodic orbits.5 Independently of Rimmer, M.A.M.

de Aguiar, C.P. Malta, et al. [1987],[1988] considered bifurcation of orbits

in certain particular Hamiltonian systems, with 2 degrees of freedom. They

considered symmetric and doubly symmetric orbits, but worked with several

particular Hamiltonians, rather than the generic class. A. Vanderbauwhede

[1990] considered branchings of periodic solutions in time reversible systems,

a situation which bears some resemblance to Hamiltonian systems. He claims

that his techniques can be applied to a much wider class of problems.

Contopolous & Barbanis [1994] did a numerical study of the periodic

orbits and their bifurcations in the case of a particular Hamiltonian system

related to galactic dynamics. This study is representative of the numerical

work that has been done, and the reader is referred to its bibliography for

4Meyer [1986] is a more extensive survey of the pre-1986 literature.
5Rhnmer''s monograph is quite nice because it fills in many details that Meyer's short

papers ommitted.
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more extensive references. They remark that the general situation is not well

understood.

At the time this thesis was in its final draft, it came to the author's

attention that T. Bridges and J. Furter at the University of Warwick had

recently published a book (see bibliography) explicitly generalizing Meyer's

and Rimmer's results to n dimensions. The techniques used are new and rather

complex, making the book heavy reading. Also, they do not seem to explicitly

discuss the type of bifurcation that yields the halo orbits, namely the collision

of eigenvalues at +1, but the present author makes no claim to understand

their work.

3.2 Discrete Symmetries

Definition 1 A Hamiltonian system (XH,M,uj) is said to admit a discrete

symmetry, or exhibit generalized reversibility if there exists a smooth map

S : M — -* M such that

1. S is symplectic: 5* u; = w, or anti-symplectic: S*u! = — LO.Q

3. S2 = SoS — Id. Thus S = S~l. This is called the involutory property.

Now we show that if one trajectory is known to exist, and there is a discrete

symmetry, then we actually know an additional trajectory exists.

6 A common terminology is to call 5 simply a symmetry if it is symplectic, and a reversing
symmetry if it is anti-symplectic.



Proposition 1 Let Hamiltonian H admit a discrete symmetry S. Let 7 be an

integral curve of XH with time domain [a, 6]. Then

1. If S is anti-symplectic, Sojon is also an integral curve, where n(s) = —s

and the domain of the new curve is [—6, —a], ,4/50, if F^ is the time t

flow map, then F^t) = S o F^ o S.

2. If S is symplectic, S 07 is an integral curve on [a, b] and F^ = SoF^oS.

A picture, which will make this clearer, is drawn for the particular case of the

R3BP following the proof of the proposition.

Proof. We will only establish the first part, since the second is a trivial

modification. The key to the proof is to establish the relation TSx(Xjj(x)) —

~Xif(S(x)). (Note that if S is symplectic, the negative sign disappears). From

item (2) in the definition:

H = dH = S*dH

Now we apply the jjw operator, which takes a 1-form to its corresponding vector

field, and obtain
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From the nondegeneracy of LO we see that — S*Xn = XH and this is the same

thing as TSx(XH(x)) = -XH(S(x)).

Since 7 : [a, 5] —f JVf is an integral curve of XH, it is known that

We will to show

(*) (5070 n)'(s) = XH(S o 7 o n(s))

by reducing this to the previous equation. Rewriting (*),

Tns(l) ~ XH(S o 7 o
~i

Apply TS Ltd\\o both sides, and note that the right side is -~X# (7(11(3))) by

the key relation. Thus we have reduced to

y (t) = XH(i(t)) t & [a, b]

Since this is known to be true, the conclusion is S o 7 o n is a solution.

Now the goal is to establish jF(_-t) --So F^j o S. Fix any point

x G M. If the flow F thru 5(x) is defined for time r > 0 then we will show the

"backwards" flow from x is denned for time r. See Figure ( 3.1 ). We take the

curve 7 to be F$(x) on [0,r], and let z := 7(r) = FS^(T). It is an identity that

We also have, by the standard notational convention for flows7, that Fx(—r)

and S o 7 o n(—r) represent the same point on the unique trajectory passing

7See the discussion in the Eigenvalue Inheritance theorem in Chapter 2.
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thru x at time t = 0. Thus

FX(-T) = S(z)

= S(Fs(x}(r))

D

3.2,1 Applications to the R3BP

Now lets look at the specific example of the R3BP. Recall that the Hamiltonian

of the R3BP is

"2

r2(g) = [(91 - xn)3 + ql +

This admits a number of discrete symmetries. Here we consider only linear

maps 5, which will be denoted by £. First we take £^46 to be the map given

by the modified identity matrix with main diagonal (1, —1, 1, — 1, 1, —1) in the

standard basis. £'gi6J£s46 — ~~J so this map is anti-symplectic. If we restrict

it to the (qi, (feiPuPz) hyperplane, and look at just the configuration space, the

anti-symmetry of trajectories shown in Figure ( 3.1) is obtained.

The lower curve is traced in the opposite direction as the upper one,

for increasing values of time. This is called the Mirror theorem in celestial

mechanics, and is discussed, e.g. in Szebehely [1967 p. 426); see also Devaney

[1976], Rimmer [1983], and Meyer [1981].
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S(P)

Figure 3,1: A Discrete Symmetry in R3BP

To establish the symmetry of the upper and lower branches of the

halo orbits, we observe that H is also invariant under the map £ss given by

diag(l,l, — 1.1, 1, — 1). This map is symplectic, so there is no time reversal.

Let

be an integral curve. Then £3^ o 7 is also a solution, and it is given by

How can this symmetry be visualized in terms of the picture that we can draw

of the configuration space? If a conversion is made to position and velocity

co-ordinates, using the inverse Legendre transformation of Chapter 1, it is

apparent that, given a point (#, y, z) on the curve 7 with velocity vector (i, y, z\e image under £36 is (x, y, —z) with velocity (x, y, —z). Thus, given an orbit

above the x, y plane in the configuration space, there exists another orbit which

is its mirror image below the x, y plane. Attempting to draw this for the halo
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orbits, which encircle the .-r-axis, results in a figure that is too cluttered to be

understandable. In Figure (3.2) we have diagonally translated 2 halo orbits,

one from the upper branch and the other, the corresponding member of the

lower branch, away from the a>axis. Thus there is no need to explicitly study

the lower halo branch, if we know the upper halo branch.

Figure 3.2: Another Discrete Symmetry in R3BP

Remark 1 The set of symmetries and reversing symmetries, together with the

operation of composition of mappings, form a group. It is called the reversing

symmetry group: see Lamb [1992]. For the Hamiltonian of the R3BP, the set of

symmetries {Id, £36, £246, £se ° £246 = £334} is a group. We point out that

perhaps this is only a subgroup of something larger; this will not affect the

discussion in the present paper.

Remark 2 A question was raised by one of the referees of this thesis as to why

it was sufficient in the 3-dim R3BP to consider only mass ratios p. G (0, |] and

not ju 6 (0,1]. This is because the Hamiltonian admits the discrete symmetry

£(l : (q,p\n) i-» (—q.—p-.l — //). Thus, for any fixed // £ (|>1]) we have a

reflection of the vector field through the origin XH^(q,p) — —Xs^i—q, —p).
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3.3 Symmetric Periodic Orbits

Now we return to the discussion of a more general discrete symmetry. We do

not require S2 = Id, but we do require that S be a reversing symmetry of

the flow, i.e. the relation F(_t) — So F^ o S~l must hold, and 5 must be

a diffeomorphism. The following is based on Lamb [1992], Lamb & Quispel

[1995], with some additional material by the author.

Definition 2 7 is a symmetric periodic orbit if 7(K) = T is invariant

under the discrete symmetry: S(T) —T.

For this section only, it is convenient to alter the notation just slightly, and

write the time r trajectory originating at a point x as

Of course, this set consists of only one connected component. Our goal is to

show that if Tx is a symmetric periodic orbit of a reversing symmetry 5, then

rx meets Fix(S) at two distinct time values on every cycle, where Fix(S) :—

{y S(y) = y}. In the process, we will establish several other interesting things,

including the Fixed Set Iteration method, developed by DeVogelaere.8

Lemma 1 Given a reversing symmetry S, a trajectory Tx is invariant under

S ^==> For any z € TX} there is a time value t, depending on z, such that

F(t) °S(z) = z.

'Contributions to the Theory of Nonlinear Oscillations vol. 4, Princeton Univ. Press,
1958.
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(=^-) Since z G FT, z = F(r)(x) for some r. Since 51 is a diffeomorphism and

since S(TX) — Fx, there is a point y — -F(5j(a;) such that S(y) — z. This last

equation can be written as SoF^(x) — F^(x)^ or S o F(s_r) o F(T) (x) — F^(x).

Now the fact that S is a reversing symmetry implies the useful identity

J - 1 O Q T-I f ̂  1 ̂

Using this, we get ^(r-«) ° SO2) — ̂  and we are done with t — r — s.

(<=) It must be shown that, for any y 6 F^, S(y) G F.T. This establishes

S(TX) = Fx, since S is a diffeomorphism. By assumption, we have t such that

F(q(S(y)) - y. Therefore, S(y) - ̂ (-tjfe) € F^.

Di-r
Sex",

Lemma 2 Given a reversing symmetry 5, -F(t) ° 5'(a;) = x => S2(x) — x for

any t G (R.

This will follow directly once we establish the identity:

c2 / r rr\
6 =(/<(£) 06)

This is easy to show: composing 5 on the right on both sides of eq. ( 3.1 )

gives us F(-q o S2 —- S o F(t) o S. The result follows when we apply F(t) on the

left to both sides.

D

Theorem 3 Given a reversing symmetry S, Tx is a symmetric periodic orbit

of period r > 0 ^=^ There exist ReaZ numbers t > s such that x G Fix(F^ o

5) f) Fix(F(s\ S) where t — s = kr, for k a positive integer.

Cff.fi
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(<=) It is apparent, that (F^j o 5) o F(sj o S(x) = x. The left hand side of this

can be rewritten

I? ,-,1? ^ O ^ Z T 1 ^ O/'-.'V -- I? ^ c2/^-\1, /,vAf(i—s\ -^(5) ° O ° ± Ig) >J\J') — jT( t— s) u O ^J-j — -T(£_ S )^XJ

where the second to the last equality follows from the identity in the above

lemma, and the last equality follows from the lemma itself. Thus the orbit of

x is periodic, with a period T that divides t — s. That it is symmetric, i.e.

invariant under 5, follows from the first lemma. _ 0 -^

- /(=>) If FT is invariant under 5, then S(x) = F^(x) G F^ for some r. Hence

F(_r) o S(x) = x and, taking s := —r, x is fixed by F^ o 5. Also, F^r)-, where

k is an integer, fixes any element of Fx. Applying F^T) to both sides of the

previous equation yields F^T+S^ o S(x) = F^T^(x) — x, and then we are done

by taking t := kr + 5

D

The next lemma will enable us to recast the theorem in a more useful form.

Lemma 4 For a reversing symmetry S, Fix(F^ o S) =

(C) Let a: G Fzx(F(t) o 5). This implies that x = F(t) o S(x) = F(£/2) o 5 o

F(_f/2)(x) and then F(_t/2)(o;) = S o F{_t/2)(a:). Therefore F(_t/2}(x) e Fix(S),

and x is seen to be contained in

F(t) o S(;t) = F(t/2) o 5 o F(_f/2) o F(t/2) (y) - F(f/2) o S(y) - F(i/2) (y) = x
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D

Theorem 5 Given o, reversing symmetry 5, a symmetric periodic orbit of pe-

riod r must meet Fix(S) exactly twice on any cycle.

[Note that a trajectory cannot have any arc segment contained in Fix(S) if

Ft *> =F(_t) - 5 o F(t) o S-1 is to hold]. t t

F;* W *fP^

Proof Theorem 3 gives us the existence of two time values s,t such that (?')

^ e Fix(F(s) o S) and (iz) a: 6 Fix(F{t) o S). We may take 5 e [0,r] and

t = a 4- r. Using (i) and Lemma 4, a; e F(s/2)(Fix(S)). Therefore, there exists

y € Fix(S) such that x = F(s/2)(y), which implies

Using (M) and the same argument yields

F(_5/2-r/2)(a:) = y e T^

Since s < r, both — | and — | — | are in the interval [—r, 0]. This allows us to

conclude that on any time interval corresponding to a period of the orbit, the

orbit meets Fix(S) exactlyHwice.

p

FfrS s ,t

Theorem 6 For a reversing symmetry S, if a trajectory Tx is not symmetric,

then rx cannot meet Fix(S).
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Proof If 5(r,T) ^ Fx then S(TX) and Tx cannot share any point; if they did

share the point z, then there would be two distinct trajectories Tx and S(r.r)

passing through z. This would violate the uniqueness of solutions of the ordi-

nary differential equation.

So if there is any point y € Tx fj Fix(S), then y £ F^ and y = S(y) €

5 (Fa), which we just showed cannot happen.

D

Theorem 7 Given a linear,jreversing symmetry S : !Rm —> lRm, the tangent

vector F^.(t) [ equal to X(Fx(i)) ] of a symmetric trajectory Tx is orthogonal to

Fix(S) at the point Fx(t) where Tx crosses Fix(S).

Proof Since the vector field X is autonomous, we can time translate solutions,

so we may assume Fx meets Fix(S) at t = 0. Let y(t) = Fx(t), using the

bold type to emphasize the vector character. Since S is linear, Fix(S) is a

hyperplane through the origin. Let i\ Km —> Fix(S) be the orthogonal
p

projection map. We seek to prove that 7r(Y(|)) = 0.

and bA := 7(t) — at. Using the
r

We can write ^(t) = at + bt where a( :=

reversing symmetry condition,
X£ Ff'x S

5(at + bt) - at + S(bt)

S(bt) is orthogonal to Fix(S) since Fix(S) = IRm. Thus for any

See
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is orthogonal to Fix(S). Hence, as t — >• 0, the limiting vector will be orthogonal

to Fix(S); we know the limit exists and is nonzero because it is equal to

D

Theorem 8 Given a linear, reversing symmetry S : (Rm — » Km of the flow,

and a continuously parameterized family of periodic orbits, if one member of

the family is symmetric, then every m,ember of the family is symmetric.

Proof The family of periodic orbits will be defined as the image of the map

E : Sl x [a, b] R;

and we assume this map is continuous. An individual orbit is Ts = E(Sl x {s}).

Obviously, the image of the map E is connected. We shall use the "classic

disconnection argument" to show that it must consist entirely of symmetric or

nonsymmetric periodic orbits. Let A be the set of all symmetric periodic orbits

in the family, and by hypothesis, this set is not empty. Let B denote the set of

all nonsymmetric periodic orbits in the family. Thus the intersection of A and

B is empty, and the union is the entire family.

The set A is open in E(Sl x[a, b}) because we know that if Fs is asym-

metric periodic orbit, it intersects Fix(S) orthogonally, and hence transversally.

A small perturbation of Ts cannot remove it from Fix(S), and thus there must

be a small open interval (s — e, s + e) which parameterizes orbits that intersect

Fix(S).
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The set B is also open in E(Sl x [a, b\). If Ts = E(Sl x {s}) does not

meet the hyperplane Fix(S). since Fs is compact, there is a minimum positive

distance between Ts and Fix(S). Therefore, by continuity, there is again a

small open interval in the parameter space around the point s such that no

orbit associated with this interval can meet Fix(S). Every point in B is an

interior point and B is open.

Unless B is empty, however, we have disconnected E(Sl x [a, 6]), which

would produce a contradiction. Therefore B must be empty and all orbits in

the family are symmetric.

D

Remark The previous theorem is important for the numerical computations

because it guarantees that a symmetric family of orbits, from a reversing sym-

metry, cannot become unsyrnmetric. Therefore, it is possible to exploit the

symmetry to cut down on the numerical work, without worrying about the

family losing its symmetry. Unfortunately, the theorem was realized by the

author only after the numerical computations in Chapter 4 had already been

completed.

All symmetric periodic orbits can then be found by following trajec-

tories that that start in Fix(S) and seeing if they return to it. For maps, a

few slight modifications of the discussion here are necessary, but this is the

celebrated Fixed Set Iteration method of DeVogelaere, published in 1958. For

flows, this method has been used in Celestial Mechanics since at least the be-

ginning of this century. For additional insight and clarity, in the following
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proposition we investigate the conditions where we can patch the two mirror

image curves together and get a symmetric periodic orbit. We return to the

notation of the previous section.

Proposition 2 Let S be as in Proposition 1, andT be the image of the integral

curve 7 on [0, |]. // both endpoints ofT lie in the fixed point set of the map S,

then there exists a symmetric periodic orbit, of period r, which is comprised of

Proof. Let us prove this for the first case in Proposition 1, where S is anti-

symplectic. If 7 is an integral curve, we know that o :— S o 7 o n is also an

integral curve. Obviously, if these two curves are to patch together we must

have

tf(Q) = 7(0) and CT(-T) = T(T)

But what this is really saying is that

5(7(0)) =7(0) and = 7(r)

Thus we see that 7(0) and 7(7-) must be in the fixed point set of S. Since

the vector field is autonomous, we can time translate the solutions to patch

them together, and appeal to the uniqueness theorem for ordinary differential

equations to show that there is only one curve.

Obviously, riJ*S(r) is invariant under 5, because 52 = Id.

D
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3.4 Catalog of Generic Bifurcation Types

Here we will present the generic bifurcations for 2 dimensional syrn-

plectic maps, discovered by Meyer [1970], and those for 2 dimensional sym-

plectic maps with a discrete symmetry, discovered by Rimmer [1983]. Then

the numerically computed data on the halo bifurcation will be compared to

these types, justifying this by the conjecture of Meyer quoted in the review

of literature section of this chapter. We will exhibit all the bifurcation types,

but only give the proof for the case which seems to match the halo bifurcation,

specifically the collision of eigenvalues at +1.

3.4.1 Bifurcations When Implicit Function Theorem Fails to Apply

Let 7 be a periodic orbit of XH, containing the point x, and let 6

denote the Poincare map of 7. As was seen in the proof of the Orbit Cylinder

theorem, as long as exactly one of the eigenvalues of TQX are 4-1, there is acurve

of fixed points. This curve is parameterized by the value of the Hamiltonian,

i.e. for each value of the energy, 0e, the Poincare map restricted to that energy

submanifold, has only a single fixed point. When additional eigenvalues are +1

however, the implicit function theorem no longer applies. This opens the door

for unruly behavior in the curve, like branchings, or even its disappearance.

Branchings in this context are called isochronous because the period of the

new orbits is the same as the period of the original orbit.

If re is a fixed point for 0, then it is also a fixed point for 0fc, k > 2.

The map 0^ can also undergo bifurcations. Note



T(Qk)x =

- (TQx)k

So if an eigenvalue A is a kih root of unity, then \ — +1 is an

eigenvalue of T(6fe)a;. One way bifurcations of 0fc typically manifest themselves

is as the creation of a periodic orbit with period k times the period of 7. Of

course, if we have a periodic orbit with (minimal) period r, then trivially we

also have many other orbits, 7^ corresponding to traversing the orbits 7 =

71 fe—times. What happens when an eigenvalue of T(6*% passes through

a kth root of unity is that 7^ separates from 7! and winds k times around

71,9 This accounts for the k periodic points we will see when we discuss the

bifurcations of Meyer and Rimmer. The most frequently mentioned occurence

of this phenomena in the literature is the so called period doubling bifurcation

when k — 2.

3.4.2 Discussion of Genericity

The strategy that both Meyer and Rimmer employ is to assume cer-

tain hypotheses on the Hamiltonians they wish to consider (or, more precisely,

on certain generating functions related to those Hamiltonians - We will give

more details of this in the next section). These hypotheses allow the use of the

implicit function theorem to prove that certain types of branchings happen;

this is how they get around the problem of not being able to explicitly know

9 Alternately, a k—winding orbit may settle onto 71-



the flow map of the Hamiltonian vector field. But, by assuming these hypothe-

ses, the class of applicable Hamiltonians is reduced. So they then prove that

the class of Hamiltonians for which their results hold is an open, dense set of

Baire Category II within the set of all Hamiltonian systems, when endowed

with a suitable topology. This is the meaning of the word generic', intuitively

it is supposed to suggest that these Hamiltonians are "typical".

It is necessary to restrict the set of possible symplectic maps in some

way, however, because otherwise there are far too many types of bifurcation

to consider. This is illustrated by the example in Meyer & Hall [1992 p. 203]:

0 : !R2 x Z —>• R2 given by 6(x, e) = x 4- e • f ( x ) where / is an arbitrary

function. For e / 0, the fixed point set of 0e is the set of zeroes of /, but as is

well known, this can be any closed set in IR2 .

Of course, in this thesis, we are concerned with the particular Hamil-

tonian of the 3-dimenslonal R3BP, not an abstract set of Hamiltonians. We

will discuss this issue in more detail in the section on Remarks and Cautionary

Notes, p. 93.

3.4.3 Generic Bifurcations of Area Preserving Maps

First we will present the results of Meyer, following Meyer & Hall

[1992 Chapter 8], Meyer [1970], and Abraham & Marsden [1985 Chapter 8].

These results deal with the generic bifurcations of periodic points of area

preserving10 maps; they arise as the Poincare map, restricted to a constant

energy surface, of periodic orbit in a 4 dimensional symplectic manifold. In the

10Of course, in 2 dimensions, area preserving is equivalent to symplectic.
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following section, we shall consider generic bifurcations in the restricted class

of symmetric periodic orbits. There is quite a lot of similarity between the two

classes, as well as some important differences.

Throughout this section, we will work with ZY, an open set in IR", and

the family of area preserving maps

4>:U xX - U

(«,e) i - (#(«),#(«))

Bifurcation when A = +1 :

We assume that when e = 0, both eigenvalues of D(0o)(o,o) nave the value +1.

Meyer showed that the generic phenomena is for 0e to have 2 fixed points on

one side of e = 0 and none on the other. Thus the curve of fixed points looks

like a parabola near (0,0,0) in U x X. See Fig. ( 3.3 ). One branch of the

curve consists of hyperbolic fixed points (both eigenvalues are real, with values

r and -), and the other branch consists of elliptic fixed points (both eigenvalues

on the unit circle). Of course, the hyperbolic fixed points are unstable, and

the elliptic ones are linearly stable. Meyer calls (0,0,0) an extremal fixed point

because the energy e along the curve of fixed points attains either a maximum

or minimum at (0,0,0). How could a fixed point, and hence a periodic orbit in

the original system, come into existence from nothing? Abraham & Marsden

[1985] give the conjecture that it represents a Pugh catastrophe: the closing of

a recurrent trajectory.

Bifurcation when A = — 1 :

When both eigenvalues of D(^0)(o,o) are —1, there is a curve of fixed points on

both sides of e = 0. It is possible to make a smooth change of co-ordinates so
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No fixed Points

f o r e < 0

Hyperbolic Fixed Points

Elliptic Fixed Points

Figure 3.3: Branching of Extremal Fixed Point

that this curve coincides with the e—axis; we have done this in Fig. ( 3.4 ) and

many of the following figures. The curve changes its stability type as e passes

through 0; either it is hyperbolic for e < 0 and elliptic for e > 0, or vice versa.

For this reason, Meyer calls (0,0,0) a transcritical fixed point. Note also that

there is the birth of 2 curves of 2-periodic points. This is an example of period

doubling. The periodic points are of the opposite stability type as the fixed

point, and they exist only on one side of e = 0.

Bifurcation when A is a 3rd Root of Unity .

Here, as in the last case, we have a single curve of fixed points, which lies on

the e—axis. This time, however, the fixed points remain elliptic for all values

of e near 0, Also, we have three 3-periodic points on both sides of e = 0, and

they are always of hyperbolic type. As we discussed earlier, in the section on
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Figure 3.4: Branching of Transcritical Fixed Point

bifurcations when the implicit function theorem fails to apply, we have an orbit

73 which winds around 7; as e approaches 0 from either side, 73 moves closer to

7, eventually coinciding with it, but then moving away again. See Fig. ( 3.5 ).

Convergence and

Separation of

Branches of

3-Periodic Points

Fixed Points

Only Along

Axis

Figure 3.5: Branching of Fixed Point for 3rd Root of Unity

Bifurcation when A is a 4th Root of Unity:
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This is a transitional case; there are two distinct kinds of branchings that can

happen here. The first is very much like the previous case, with a two sided

branching, except that now we have four periodic points of period 4. The

periodic points are all of hyperbolic type. See Fig. ( 3.6 ).

Two Sided Branching

of Hyperbolic 4-Periodic

Points

Fixed Points

Only Along

Axis

Figure 3.6: 4£/l Root of Unity - 2 Sided Branching

The 2nd type of generic bifurcation is a one sided branching; but now there is

one family of hyperbolic 4-periodic points, and one family of elliptic 4-periodic

points.

Bifurcation when A is a kth Root of Unity, k > 5 :

For all k > 5, the pictures look very much like the second case for k — 4,

however they become so cluttered that we will not attempt to draw them.

Remark We have not discussed the case when eigenvalues on the unit circle

collide at points other than +1 or —1. See Bridges & Furter [1993] for a
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Hyperbolic

Elliptic

Fixed Points

Only Along

Axis

One Sided Branching Only

of Hyperbolic 4-Periodic

Points and also

Elliptic 4-Periodic

Points

Figure 3.7: 4th Root of Unity - 1 Sided Branching

discussion of rational and irrational collisions.

3.4.4 Generic Bifurcations of Area Preserving Maps with Symme-
try

Here we discuss the extension Rimmer made of Meyer's work to the

class of generic bifurcations of symmetric periodic points of area preserving

maps. We keep the same notation as in the previous section. Rimmer says

that the map 0e is involutory if (<pe o L) o ($e o L) = /d, where, for the case we

are interested in,
" 1 0

0 -1

This is equivalent to the more illuminating expression that L is a reversing

symmetry of <J>e if

6~l — L o (hp o L~l
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of Hyperbolic 4-Periodic
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Elliptic 4-Periodic
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Figure 3.7: 4i/l Root of Unity - 1 Sided Branching

discussion of rational and irrational collisions.

3.4.4 Generic Bifurcations of Area Preserving Maps with Symme-
try

Here we discuss the extension Rimmer made of Meyer's work to the

class of generic bifurcations of symmetric periodic points of area preserving

maps. We keep the same notation as in the previous section. Rimmer says

that the map (j>e is involutory if (<j>e o L) o (<pe o L) — 7rf, where, for the case we

are interested in,

L =
1 0
0 -1

This is equivalent to the more illuminating expression that L is a reversing

symmetry of <j>e if

'.-i = L o (f)e o L-i
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Definition 3 A fixed point u of <pe is a symmetric fixed point if it is also

a fixed point of L.

Observe that if a point in K is to be fixed by L, it must be of the form (x,0).

Symmetric Bifurcation when A = -f 1 :

There are now two distinct phenomena that can occur when A ~ +1: the first

looks quite a bit like the generic bifurcation Meyer found. On one side of e — 0

there are no fixed points and on the other side there are two curves of symmetric

fixed points. See Fig. ( 3.8 ). Again, the energy attains an extremal value at

(0,0,0). On one curve, the fixed points are hyperbolic, while on the other they

are elliptic.

Unsymmetric Fixed

Points

Symmetric

Fixed Points

Type 1 Type 2

Figure 3.8: Branchings of Symmetric Fixed Point

The second type of bifurcation involves the creation of two new branches of

unsyrnmeiric fixed points. Here we have a single curve of symmetric fixed
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points which exists on both sides of the bifurcation point, but at e = 0 there

are two new branches which separate from the original curve. They do not He

in the plane {y = 0} and therefore they are not symmetric. See Fig ( 3.8 ).

Note : This is the case that most closely matches the halo bifurcation. See the

discussion in Chapter 4-

Symmetric Bifurcation when A = —1 :

Again, there are two cases that occur generically. And again, the first case looks

quite similar to what Meyer found. There is a single curve of fixed points that

persists on both sides of e — 0, while at 0, two additional curves of symmetric

2-periodic points branch off. Here, nothing is said about the curve of fixed

points changing stability type. See Fig. ( 3.9 ).

The second case is like the first, except that here the two curves of periodic

points are reflections of each other through the plane {y — 0}; the periodic

points are not symmetric, however, since the curves do not lie in the plane

{» = 0}.

Symmetric Bifurcation when A is a kth Root of Unity, k > 3

Here the curves of periodic points and their stability types are exactly the same

as for the corresponding cases with no symmetry. The symmetry only makes

its presence known in that if k is odd, then for each e exactly one periodic

point is symmetric, and if k is even, there are exactly two symmetric periodic

points.
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Symmetric

Periodic

Points

y Symmetric

Fixed Points

Unsymmetric

Periodic Points

y

Type 1 Type 2

Figure 3.9: Branchings of Symmetric 2-Periodic Points

3.5 Proof of Rimmer's Result for the Case A = +1

Here we will give an expanded version of Rimmer's proof showing

the type of bifurcation curves that occur, in the generic case for a Hamiltonian

system with one symmetry, in the case the eigenvalues collide at +1. This is the

category that we claim the halo bifurcation belongs to, despite the difference

in dimension of the configuration space. We are lucky in that this case is the

simplest, and the proof is representative of the same ideas used in the other-

cases, only without additional technical complications.

3.5.1 Reducing a Symmetric Periodic Orbit to a Symmetric Map

The following discussion comes from Rimmer [1983 ch. 8]
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Proposition 3 Let II : fR4 — > K be a smooth Ilarniltonian, admitting the

discrete symmetry given by £ — diag(l , — 1, — 1. 1). Let 7 : IR — > iR4 be a,

symmetric periodic orbit with period r > 0. Let DHV / 0 for all points v along

the orbit. Let UQ e 7(fR) be a fixed point for £ (which we know must exist).

Then

1. there exists a Poincare section EWo for 7 at u0 that is an invariant set

under £,

and if we let 6 : WQ — > W\ the Poincare map for this section (trimming

the set WQ to ensure it is invariant under £), then

2. there exists an inverse chart map ifi : IA\ X\; Uix{e} is area preserving.Uo such that t/Je :—

Define the chart image version of the Poincare map as

0 : U X X - - Wi

(M, e) I - *- TTi o ip~l o G o ip(u, e)

Then

3. the map $e is area preserving.

4. Also it is involutory; that is, it admits a reversing symmetry L such that:

(0e o L) o (<f)e o L) = Id, where

1 0
0 -1
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Proof.

Step 1. We must find a good transverse hyperplane to the orbit to form our

Poincare section. Let 7(IR) =: F. Since

Ho £ = H => H(xt,~xs,-y1,y2) = H(x1,x2,yi,ys)

we see that H is even in the 2nd and 3rd positions, taken together. Since F

is a symmetric periodic orbit, we can choose UQ € T f ] F i x ( £ ) . Then UQ has

the form UQ — (#5,0, 0, yij})- It can be shown11 that the evenness property of

H implies that D^H(UQ) = 0 = D^H(uo), Because we have the hypothesis

DHUQ ^ 0, we must have either D\H(u$) / 0 or D4H(u0) / 0. The proof here

will be given for D$H(u$) / 0; the other case would be handled by the same

methods. Define the hyperplanes

£134 := {(3:1,0,^,2/2

It is then clear that XH(UQ) = JVH(uG) _L A. By redefining A to be an open

ball B(tto,e) fl A we can have {UQ} = ^RF. We also have £(A) = A: indeed,

every point of A is fixed by £.

Step 2. The hypotheses of this Proposition, and the fact that D^H(UQ) ^ 0

will enable us to show

1. If eQ :— H(UQ), there exists a neighborhood 14 x Z of the point (xj,

and a smooth function g : U x X — »• IR which satisfies

H(xi,Q,yi,g(xi,yi,e)) = e V (0:1,2/1, e) eU xZ

e0)

'See the discussion on p. 86.
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2. Symmetry of the graph: ge o L = ge where, as usual, ge :— g

To prove this, consider a neighborhood A/" of UQ in #134 — £13 x E±. The idea is

to use the implicit function theorem to express H l(e) f| A/" as the graph of a

function of (#1, yi) for all e in an interval Z around e0. We have the ingredients,

since H(x®, 0,0, y®) — e0 and D^H(uo) / 0. The theorem gives us the existence

of a function g : U x X —> IR such that

H(XI, 0, yi, 0(0:1, r/i, e)) = e\? 7 t ? J - 7 ^ 7 \- 7 t? -L ? / y

To establish the second part, fix any e £ X. We want to show that ge(xi-> —2/1) —

ge(xi,yi). We know that

H(xtl 0, -y1; 2/2) - jy(a:i, 0, yi, y2) (3.2)

and that U is a neighborhood of (#?,2/i = 0). By cutting down the size of

W, we can assume it is symmetric about the x\: thus if (xi,yi) £ U-, so

is (xi, — yi). If we let the value of the HamiHonian in eq. (3.2) be e, the

the right hand side of ( 3.2 ) is H(xi,Q,yi,ge(xi,yi)) while the left hand side

is #(:ei,0, —yi,ge(xi, — 2/1)), but due to the evenness of H in the 3rd position,

this is equal to H(x^ 0, yl5 #e(o:i, —yi)) . From the uniqueness of solutions in the

implicit function theorem, we are forced to conclude ge(x\^ —y\) = ge(xi,yi).

Step 3. We define the inverse chart map tp by using the graph map which was

just found. Define

-0 : U x J

(£1,2/1,6)

C

(£i,0, j/i, 5(0:1, 2/1, e))
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tjj is smooth, since it is the composition of smooth functions. It also has a

smooth inverse, which is

'(/rl(w, 0, Zi, z2) = (w, zi, H(w, 0, zi, z2))

Thus '{/> is a diffeornorphism onto its image, and is our inverse chart map.

Now it must be shown that ijje is area preserving (i.e. symplectic) for

all e e I. We have ipe(U) = H~l(e) DA/". The symplectic form of R4 is defined

as LU = dxi A dyi + dx-i A dy<^ and i : ipe(U) *-* (R4 is the inclusion map. We

want to show (i o ipe)*^4 — W2- This is easily verified by a direct computation.

Step 4. Now the goal is to show that the chart version of the Poincare map

(f> has the property that </>e is area preserving. From the existence theorem of

Poincare maps, with a neighborhood of UQ in £134 as our Poincare section, we

know there exists 6 : W$ —•> W\. By shrinking the size of U and Z, but still

preserving the cartesian product form U x Z, we can ensure that the domains

are compatible, so the map

<ft(u, e) — ?TI o ip~l o O o '(j)(u, e)

is well defined. We know that ijj(U x {e}) — /f 1(e)f)Ar, and that Be =

6 ^(^x{e» is symplectic, from the Symplectic Inheritance theorem of Chapter

2. It was established in the previous step that tpe is symplectic. Since, by

design of TJJ, a constant energy submanifold in J\f corresponds to a vertical slice

U x {e} in U x Z, it is clear that the standard projection ?n : U x {e} —> U

is area preserving. Thus <j>e is symplectic.

Step 5. In the next step, we are going to show that (0e o L)2 = Id. To do

this, four preliminary results are needed. First, since £ is an anti symplectic
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involution, Proposition 1 of this chapter establishes F(-t] — £ ° F^ o £. Thus

£

Second, we show that, for all e G X,

£ (3.3)

(3.4)

This is easily seen by writing everything out. For the left hand side:

For the right hand side:

£(il>(xi,yi,e)) = £(

These are the same because ge o L — ge.

The third preliminary result we need is

(3.5)

We know that ij)(L(xi,yi),e) — £ ( r t p ( x i , y 1 , e)). By taking the inverse of all

the maps, and utilizing the fact that L = L~l and £ — £~*, we obtain the

result.

The fourth result we need is distinguished as a lemma, since it is of independent

interest.



Lemma 1 The time difference function, 6, in the definition of the Poincare

map 0/7, Q(x) = F(x,r — 5(x)), obeys the relation

6o£ = $ (3.6)

To prove this result, we choose v G WQ, and then £(v) G Wg. Since the

Poincare map is defined for £(v), there is a trajectory defined as

{F(£(v),t) t£[0,T-6(£(v))]}

Let r := T—S(£(v)), But given this trajectory, the symmetry property guaran-

tees the existence of another trajectory, going from £(£(v)) to £(F(£(v), r))

over the time interval [— r, 0]. Since the vector field is autonomous, we can

make a translation of the origin in the time domain, so that the flow along

the second trajectory is during the interval [0, r]. Now we realize that this

trajectory defines 0(w). From this, the end time is seen to be r — d(v). Thus

T — 6(£(v)) = r — 6(v). The lemma is then proven, since v was arbitrary.

Step 6. Here we establish the involutory property of 4>e. Note 7Ti2 : UxX — t U

where (z,y,e) i — > (.r, y). First we calculate

L — ip~l o 0 o tpe) o L

-i/T1 0_F(-,T — 6(-)) 0'0e oL

oil>-loF(£(')3T -&(£•)) o fa [from (3.4)]

o i/>-l£oF(; -IT -$(£•)]) o fa) [from (3.3)]

o ^j"1^ o F(-,r — £(•)) o -0e) [/ro7R Lemma]

o (L o 7riy x 7T3) o ̂ j"1 o _F(-, -r + <?(•)) o ̂ e) [/rom (3.5)]
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Now we compute (4>R o L) o (0e o L) by composing the second and the last

of the above chain of equations. Working from the middle of the expression,

everything cancels and we are left with ((pe o L)2 = Id.

This completes the proof of the theorem.

D

Proposition 4 Let 0 : U x X — > U be a, family of involutory, area, preserving

maps. A fixed point (#1,3/1) of 4>e corresponds to a symmetric periodic orbit

if and only if (x1; y i ) is a fixed point of L.

Proof. We keep the same sets and maps as in the previous theorem. We know

that a symmetric periodic orbit 7 must meet Fix(£) in at least one point; call

it v. This is our point in £134; ^(^ii Vi) — v- Then we can write 7 — Fv. Since

£(v) — v and v = (%,(), 3/1, #e(#i,yi)). It is then obvious that yi = 0 and thus

(#1,0) is a fixed point of L.

Conversely, suppose that y-\_ = 0. Then

= £ 0) = £(v)

where the second to the last equality follows from ( 3.4 ). Then for t G

7(t) - F(v, t) - F(£(v), t) =

Therefore, 7 is a symmetric periodic orbit.

= £

P



3.5.2 Reducing Fixed Points of Maps to Critical Points of Real
Valued Functions

Now we must establish how we reduce the study of fixed points of an

area preserving map to the study of critical points (points where the gradient

vanishes) of a real valued function. Specifically, we will now show: Given

a family 0 of area preserving maps, there exists a family G of "generating

functions" such that fixed points of (f)e correspond to critical points of Ge. The

following proof is essentially Rimmer [1983] Theorem 3.1.1:

Theorem 1 Given the family of area preserving maps

6:U xl - - Ui

(v, e) i - - (#(u), <t>l(u- (#(u), <t>l(u)) = (Qe, Pe)

Let u0 = (2:0,3/0) be a fix^d point of tpeo and suppose D((j>eo)UQ does not have

—I as an eigenvalue.

Then

1. There exists a neighborhood 140 x X0 and a smooth change of variables

map of the form

•M0xI - - W

2. There exists a smooth function G : VV x X0 — > IR such that

- DG2LT(V(«,e),e)
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Proof. First we define an augmented form of the map i/> and use it to show ijj

is a local diffeomorphism. Let rip : U§ x ZQ — > B?2 x (R be given by ^>(M, e) =

(tp(u,e)te). Then, since —1 is not an eigenvalue of D((j}eo)ua, we see that the

differential map of -0 is an isomorphism. We now apply the inverse function

theorem to conclude that tp is a local diffeomorphism on each slice 14' x {e},

for e in an interval Z0 around CQ.

Now we define the 1-form

A direct calculation reveals that fi is closed. Then we can apply the Poincare

Lemma, and conclude there exists a function He : U$ — -> IR such that

d(He) - He

On the other hand, we can define GE := He o ̂ T1; thus He — Ge o -0e and this

implies

d(HK) = D& - d($l) + D*G

Comparing these two expressions for dff, we see that

DzG^(u) ~ x - (t>le(u)

Thus if u is a fixed point of 0e, D(Ge)$(u) ~ 0. For some calculations, it is

convenient to rewrite the relationship as:

4- u (3.7)
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D

Let us now state some facts about the generating function G. To be

consistent with Rimmer, we now change the name of the variables £, rj to A', 1".

Fact 1: The involutory property of (j> with our choice of L makes the generating

function G even in the 2nd argument: t?(X, —Y,e) = G(X,K, e). This is not

difficult to show, but a little long.

Fact 2: Since G is a smooth even function, there exists a function g such that

G(X,Y,e)=g(X,Y*,e),™

The goal now is to get an expression for D(</>e)Uo and its eigenvalues

in terms of information about G. If (#o,3/o) is a symmetric fixed point of (pe,

then we must have y0 — 0- We also have ^(#0,3/0) — (2x0,0). From Fact 2 it

is apparent that £>iD2Ge(2:ro,0) — 0. Now, for (X,Y) near (2^0,0), we use

Taylor's theorem to get

Ge(X,Y) = Ge(2x0^) + -(X

where a := D1D1G'e(2^0,0) and 7 := D2/?2G'e(2xo,0). We note

From this and equation (3.7) we obtain

1

a 0
0 7

1 — 0:7 —27
2a 1 — cry

!H. Whitney, "Differentiable Even Functions", Duke J. Math 10(1943} p. 159-160.
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provided -1. The eigenvalues of this matrix are

(1 — 0:7) ± li

1 + aj

Thus we see A = 1 if and only if cry = 0. Rimrner proves there are 2 generic

classes of symmetric fixed points, which he terms Ln)- elementary and £{2)-

elementary; the letter L refers to the matrix L and has nothing to do with

Lagrange points. Let us denote the partial derivatives as Di3G.

Definition 4 The symmetric fixed point (rco,0, e) is L^ -elementary for </>

iff at (2^0,0, e) we have

a := DnGe(2x0,Q) = 0 7 := A2£e(2x0,0) + 0
Dl3Ge(2x0, 0) ^ 0 £»?Ge(2x0, 0) ̂  0

Definition 5 The symmetric fixed point (#o,Q, e) is i(2) -elementary for ̂

i/, ai (2xQ, 0, e) ^

a :- Ai^e(2.7;0; 0) 7^ 0 7 := D^Ge(2x0l 0) - 0

A22<?e(2a:o,0) / 0 D?Ge(2ar0)0) 7^ 0

n r /9T m DlGe(2x0,Q).D*D3Ge(2xQ,Q)
A3Ge(2x0,0) AD^e(2a;0)0) / 0

The following is an expanded version of Rimmer's theorem 3.3,2:

Theorem 2 (Rimmer Symmetry Breaking Bifurcation) Let (j> :

U be a family of involutory, area preserving maps. Let (u0, e-o) be a, symmetric

fixed point of <p, and UQ = (XQ, 0). Let D((j)eo)Uo have one eigenvalue13 equal to

+1. Then:

13Since the map is symplectic, the other eigenvalue is +1 also.



Case 1. (u0^eQ) is £(i)-Elementary: There exist neighborhoods Ji of XQ

in R, TI of eQ in X, V of u0 — (.T0,0) in U, and a smooth curve map

h:Ji —> Xl such that [See Figure ( 3.10 ) ]:

1. h(x0) - e0.

2. {(a;, 0, h(x)) x G J\} is the set of all fixed points of $ inUxXi.

3. h has a nondegenerate maximum or minimum at XQ.

1 Branches of Symmetric

. Fixed Points

Figure 3.10: Branching of I/^-Elernentary Fixed Point

Case 2. (UQ^CQ) is L(2)-Elementary; There exists b > 0 with the interval

(e0 — 6, e0 + b) C X, neighborhood V of (x0,0) in U, and smooth curve maps

hi : (e0 — 6, e0 + b) •—> R ; h^ : X% —-> IR, k : X% —> iR, where X% is either

(e0 — 6, e0) or (e0, e0 + b) such that [See Figure (3.11) ]:
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2. The set of all fixed points of <p in V x (e0 = b, e0 + b) is

Graph(hi x $)(jGraph(h2 x k) |J Graph(h2 x —fe)

k(e) ^Q for

Rimmer's proof does

not rule out this

Rimrner claims to
have proven this is
the only possibility

Figure 3.11: Branching of L(2)-Elementary Fixed Point

Proof. The idea is to find critical points of Ge. which, by the previous theorem,

correspond to fixed points of 0e. As usual in this paper, our main tool is the

implicit function theorem.

Step 1. We expand G in a Taylor series up to third order about the point

(XQ, I'G: eo) = (2x0,0,0) (we are taking CQ = 0 without loss of generality). Many

terras vanish due to the evenness property and the fact that we are evaluating

at YO = 0. We obtain, for (X,Y,e) sufficiently close to (2xo,0,0), and letting
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Z := X - 2xf

G(X, Y, e] = Ae + ̂ - + ̂  + ̂  + CeZ} +

[EZ RZ 2 Af K

Step 2. Now use this to derive convenient expressions for critical points of 6>.

The equations 0 = &iG?x y and 0 = D^Gfx Y, are then

0 = aZ + Ce + 3BZ2 + /?K2 + IKZe + Ne2 + <93 (3.8)

2Me] (3.9)

(3.10)

where for the last equality, we use Fact 2 and differentiate to get

Y • [2D2(J - (7 + 2RZ + 2Me)]

K - f l

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

Step 3. Consider the case where (XQ^^O) is L(1)-Elementary. This means

a = 0,7 ̂  0,(7 / Q,E ^ 0. We want to find (A^,K,e) that satisfy eq. (3.8)

and eq. ( 3.10) in a neighborhood of (2#o, 0, 0). Clearly. Y ~ 0 is a solution of

( 3.10). We claim this is the only solution, and will prove it by contradiction.

If the factor in brackets in ( 3.10) were 0, then fi = -(y + 2RZ + 2Me). From

eq. ( 3.13) Ffi = O3 = ^O4 which implies
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But since 7 / 6 , this says that O4(Z,Y,e) is only of order 2; this is a con-

tradiction since we defined O^(Z,Y,e) as the 4th order terms of the Taylor

expansion. Thus Y — 0 is the only solution.

Now we define the function

Ce + 3EZ2 + RY2 + IKZe + Ne2 +
YY

To use the implicit function theorem, we observe that /(2.r0,0, 0) — (0, 0) and

0 C
D(Y,e)f(2x0,Q,Q) — 1 0

which is clearly an isomorphism. The implicit function theorem then gives us

a unique curve map (K(-), e(-)) : A — * Ty x Xi such that f ( X , Y(X), e ( X ) ) =

(0,0). The 2nd component of the function / forces Y(X) = 0 for all X <E A.

Step 4. Now we have established D^X, 0, e(X)) - 0 = D2G(X1 0, e(X)) for

all X 6 A. We want to map this curve back to our original co - ordinate system

(x, y, e). From the expression we have for -0, and the fact that tp l(X, 0, e ( X ) )

is a fixed point for (p, we find that x — \X,y — 0,e — e(X) — e(2x) =: h(x)

where h : J\ \ — \

Step 5. Show that h attains a maximum or a minimum at XQ. To do this, the

function e is Taylor expanded about the point X = 2xQ up to 2nd order:

e(X) = e(2xQ) O

we know that e(2zo) = 0 and, from the implicit function theorem, that e'(2xo) :

^ — 0. Then from the expression for DiG = 0 with a — 0 and Y — 0 we get

T-JJ—/ , _ _. f.m . rj ..̂

e(X)
_

~C
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So near X = 2% the function is dominated by the quadratic term, which gives

either a minimum or maximum.

Step 6. Consider now the case where (#0,0,0) is £(2)-Elementary. This means

a ̂  0,7 - 0, R / 0, and C - ^jf / 0.

Without loss of generality, we can take x0 — 0. Consider equation

(3.10) again, this time 7 — 0: let us write the equation as

This has two possible solutions: Y = 0 or Fi(XjYte) = 0. Consider first the

case Y — 0; this will yield symmetric periodic orbits. Using the same technique

as before, and reusing the letter / for this slightly different function, we apply

the implicit function theorem to

aX + Ce + 3EX2 + RY2 +
Y

+ Ne2 + O

Again, we observe that /(2x0)0,0) — (0,0) and

a 0
0 1

which is an isomorphism. The implicit function theorem then gives us a unique

curve map ( X ( - ) , Y ( - ) ) : (-/>i,&i) —> Wi such that f ( X ( e ) 1 Y ( e ) J e ) - (0,0).

The 2nd component of the function / forces Y(e) = 0. Then we map this

solution curve back to (x, y, e) space, just like Step 4.

Step 7- Now we consider Fi(X,Yte) = 0 and get the unsymmetric fixed

points. The proof given by Rimmer seems to fail slightly at this point, so we

have had to establish only a weaker result than Rimmer claimed. We will solve
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for X, e as functions of Y in an open set V containing (0,0). First we solve

for X as a function h of (Y,e). We use the implicit function theorem on F\g that ^1(0,0, 0) = 0 and DXF^ 0,0) = 1R / 0. Therefore, there exists

h : W3 —» IR such that F^(h(Y,e),Y,e) = 0 on >V3-

We compute the Taylor expansion of h and find that

- M

7?

Then this is substituted into eq. ( 3.8 ) to obtain

0 = (c - —)e + 02(K, e) =• F3(K, e)
J?

By repeating the same implicit function theorem argument, using the fact that

dF3 qM

by hypothesis, we get a function e(Y) such that Fg(y, e(K)) = 0. We also note

that e'(0) = 0.

Thus we have found an open set around the origin such that the curve of

fixed points is given as (A(V, e(K)),y,e(K)) for all Y in an interval around 0.

This definitely gives a curve of fixed points branching out of the plane, hence

they are non-symmetric fixed points, but we cannot conclude that X, Y can be

expressed as a function of e as Rimmer claimed. We also cannot conclude that

the curves of non-symmetric fixed points lie on only one side of e = 0, as we

might like when we compare this with the halo bifurcation.

3.5.3 Remarks and Cautionary Notes

We would like to call the reader's attention to the following potential

problems in the classification of the halo bifurcation that we have attempted



in this paper.

1. The results of Meyer and Rimmer refer to a specific generic class of sym-

plectic maps, requiring that a certain combination of derivatives does not

vanish. First, it is unknown if the Poincare map, restricted to an energy

surface, of the 2 dimensional R3BP is a member of this class. Presum-

ably, this could be checked by numerical calculation, with rigorous error

bounds, of the derivatives of Rimmer's G function. These techniques go

under the heading of Computer Assisted Proofs. Second, a further com-

plication is that we are interested in the 3 dimensional R3BP, for which

we don't even know explicitly what conditions we would have to check!

2. The fact that our Poincare map is a 4 dimensional symplectic map, rather

than 2, may introduce new classes of bifurcations. (The results of Bridges

& Purter [1993] may, or may not, apply).

3. Certainly, our numerical calculations have introduced rounding errors,

and so on. A possibility is that some things we have found are artifacts of

the computation. This danger is believed to be minimal by the people who

do numerical computations. A bigger danger is programming mistakes,

but we may take confidence in that fact that the results found here agree

with those of other people who have computed the halo orbits by other

methods.

4. There is also the potential danger of a type of quasi-bifurcation phenom-

ena described in the paper by Olvera & Vargas in Physica D 72(1994)

351-371. This paper deals with maps, but the effect may also hold for



flows. When continuing a family of periodic orbits toward a bifurcation

with eigenvalues at +1, sometimes what looks like one family branching-

is actually two or more different families that come close to joining, but

turn away at the last moment. Some recent work has been done on this

by Professor R. de la Llave, but the phenomena is still not completely

understood.

5. In the cases where there are only two eigenvalues in a thin annulus con-

taining the unit circle, it may be possible to utilize techniques of the

paper by R. de la Llave & C. E. Wayne "On Irwin's Proof of the Psue-

dostable Manifold Theorem" Math. Z. 219 (1995) 301-321, to generalize

Rimmer's results to higher dimensions.



Chapter 4

The Numerical Algorithm to Find the Halo Orbits

The method we use to find the halo orbits is to start with a certain

family of small orbits around £2, which can be found by using the linearized

vector field, and then to continue this family to larger and larger sizes. We

look for a point where two other families branch off from this one; this point

corresponds to two eigenvalues of the Poincare map colliding at +1 and moving

off of the unit circle.

We have numerically integrated both the Hamiltonian vector field XH

( i.e. integrated with the co-ordinates (x,yiZ,px,pv,pz)) and the Lagrangian

vector field X ( co-ordinates ( x , y , z , X j y , z ) ) . The two approaches are quite

similar. Indeed, as mentioned in Chapter 1, they share the same configuration

space and the only difference is px — x — y and py = y + x. In this chapter,

some discussions are more easily phrased in terms of XH and others in terms of

X. Of course, in the event of any confusion, it is always possible to transform

one formulation into the other using the Legendre transformation.

4.1 Using Linearized Vector Field to Approximate Small
Orbits

The linearization of a vector field Y : RN —> RN about a point y0 is

defined to be DYyo\t is taking the first order term from the Taylor expansion
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